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Abstract10

One of the services provided by coastal ecosystems is wave attenuation by vegetation, and11

subsequent reduction of wave loads on flood defense structures. Therefore, stability of veg-12

etation under wave forcing is an important factor to consider. This paper presents a model13

which determines the wave load that plant stems can withstand before they break or fold.14

This occurs when wave-induced bending stresses exceed the flexural strength of stems. Flex-15

ural strength was determined by means of three-point-bending tests, which were carried out16

for two common salt marsh species: Spartina anglica (common cord-grass) and Scirpus mar-17

itimus (sea club-rush), at different stages in the seasonal cycle. Plant stability is expressed18

in terms of a critical orbital velocity, which combines factors that contribute to stability:19

high flexural strength, large stem diameter, low vegetation height, high flexibility and a low20

drag coefficient. In order to include stem breakage in the computation of wave attenua-21

tion by vegetation, the stem breakage model was implemented in a wave energy balance.22

A model parameter was calibrated so that the predicted stem breakage corresponded with23

the wave-induced loss of biomass that occurred in the field. The stability of Spartina is24

significantly higher than that of Scirpus, because of its higher strength, shorter stems, and25

greater flexibility. The model is validated by applying wave flume tests of Elymus athericus26

(sea couch), which produced reasonable results with regards to the threshold of folding and27

overall stem breakage percentage, despite the high flexibility of this species. Application of28

the stem breakage model will lead to a more realistic assessment of the role of vegetation29

for coastal protection.30
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1 Introduction33

Many countries have to cope with the effects of sea level rise and land subsidence along their34

densely populated coastlines, which leads to an increase in flood hazards. Coastal ecosystems,35

such as salt marshes, mangrove forests and reed swamps, provide a wide range of ecosystem36

services, including wave attenuation, shoreline stabilization and sediment trapping (Barbier et al.,37

2011; Duarte et al., 2013). These ecosystems act as vegetated foreshores at places where they38

are situated in front of engineered flood defense structures. Foreshores potentially reduce the39

impact of surges and waves on the structures (Arkema et al., 2013), since waves reduce in height40

and intensity due to both wave breaking in shallow water and wave attenuation by vegetation.41

Many studies quantify wave attenuation by vegetation, based on field and laboratory mea-42

surements (see Vuik et al. (2016) for an overview) or numerical models (Suzuki et al., 2012; Tang43

et al., 2015). Its magnitude depends on hydrodynamic parameters, such as wave height (Ander-44

son and McKee Smith, 2014), wave period (Jadhav et al., 2013) and water depth (Paquier et al.,45

2016), and on vegetation characteristics, such as stem height, diameter and density (Marsooli46

and Wu, 2014) and flexibility (Luhar and Nepf, 2016; Paul et al., 2016).47

The wave attenuation capacity of vegetation varies throughout the year, because of seasonal48

variations in above-ground biomass (Drake, 1976). One of the factors that drive the variation49

in biomass, is wave-induced stem breakage of the vegetation. This breakage process varies in50

time due to seasonal differences in storm frequency and intensity, and a seasonal cycle in the51

mechanical strength of the stems (Liffen et al., 2013).52

Depending on the geographical location, extreme conditions may occur in different seasons.53

For instance, the Gulf coast of the USA is mainly affected by hurricanes from August to October,54

whereas coasts around the North Sea in Europe are primarily affected by storm surges between55

November and February. Vegetation also has its seasonal cycle: above-ground structures of56

mangroves and tropical seagrasses are present all year-round, while salt marsh plants in temperate57

climates lose much of their above-ground biomass during the winter (Gallagher, 1983; Koch et al.,58

2009; Bouma et al., 2014). The coinciding seasonal variations in storm intensity and vegetation59

characteristics determine to what extent vegetation may contribute to wave load reduction on60

flood defenses.61
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Puijalon et al. (2011) describe two strategies of plants to deal with drag forces due to wind62

or water movement: an avoidance strategy, where plants minimize the encountered forces, or a63

tolerance strategy, where plants maximize their resistance to breakage. Flexible plant species64

show an avoidance strategy, minimizing the risk of folding and breakage through reconfiguration.65

Stiff plants are more efficient in attenuating waves, as they maximize their resistance to stress66

(Paul et al., 2016), but may break at a certain threshold, which leads to a decline in wave67

attenuation capacity. A stem will fold or break when the wave-induced bending stress exceeds the68

stem’s strength (Heuner et al., 2015; Silinski et al., 2015). Folding is an irreversible deformation,69

which leads to a lower effective plant height for wave attenuation. Folded stems may eventually70

break, and the biomass on the salt marsh decreases. The broken vegetation is frequently found71

in the form of accumulated debris on dike slopes after storms (Grüne, 2005). Remainders of72

broken vegetation will only contribute to wave energy reduction by enhancing the roughness of73

the bottom compared to non-vegetated surfaces.74

Vegetation causes wave attenuation due to the force exerted by the plants on the moving75

water. Following Newton’s third law, the water simultaneously exerts a force equal in magnitude76

and opposite in direction on the plants. The flexibility of the plants determines how plant motion77

and wave motion interact, and determines the magnitude of the drag forces (Bouma et al., 2005;78

Dijkstra and Uittenbogaard, 2010; Mullarney and Henderson, 2010). Luhar and Nepf (2016)79

propose two dimensionless numbers to describe the motion of flexible vegetation under wave80

forcing: (1) the Cauchy number Ca, which represents the ratio of the hydrodynamic forcing81

to the restoring force due to stiffness, and (2) the ratio of the stem height to the wave orbital82

excursion, L. Plants will stand upright, and act as stiff cylinders, for Ca < 1. For Ca > 1,83

the vegetation will start to bend and move in the oscillatory flow. The ratio L determines84

the characteristics of the plant motion, with swaying motion for L > 1, and flattening of the85

vegetation for L < 1. Flattening of the vegetation leads to low flow resistance for a part of the86

wave cycle.87

Several studies show that a significant loss of above-ground biomass can occur during storms88

(Seymour et al., 1989; Howes et al., 2010). Stem breakage was also observed in large-scale flume89

experiments on wave attenuation by vegetation (Möller et al., 2014). Recently, Rupprecht et al.90

(2017) determined the loss of biomass during these experiments, and related it to the measured91

wave orbital velocities in the canopy. They studied the impact of wave heights in the range92

of 0.1-0.9 m on two different salt marsh grasses: low-growing and highly flexible Puccinellia93

maritima and more rigid and tall Elymus athericus. Puccinellia survived even the highest wave94
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forcing without substantial physical damage. This indicates that this species shows an avoidance95

strategy (Bouma et al., 2010).96

The role of vegetation for coastal protection is increasingly accepted in flood risk management97

(Temmerman et al., 2013). However, actual implementation of vegetation into coastal protection98

schemes is often hampered by a lack of knowledge on how vegetation behaves under extreme storm99

conditions (Anderson et al., 2011; Vuik et al., 2016). The quantification of wave-induced stem100

breakage by Rupprecht et al. (2017) is a major step forward in the assessment of the resilience of101

salt marsh vegetation to storm surge conditions. However, the quantification is purely empirical,102

and application to other plant species or hydrodynamic conditions is difficult. Further, large-103

scale flume experiments as in Möller et al. (2014) are expensive and labor-intensive. As a result,104

we aim to develop a method that predicts the relation between orbital velocity and biomass loss,105

as a function of plant characteristics such as plant morphology (stem height and diameter) and106

stem strength. We only consider biomass loss due to stem breakage. Uprooting may be another107

relevant mechanism, but we did not observe this phenomenon in the field. However, it may be108

relevant for different species, soil conditions or wave conditions (Liffen et al., 2013).109

This paper presents a model that predicts the wave load that plant stems can withstand110

before they break or fold. The model compares bending stresses, induced by the orbital motion111

under waves, with the flexural strength of stems. Plant stability is expressed in terms of a critical112

orbital velocity, which combines plant morphology (stem height and diameter) and stem strength.113

The flexural strength is determined based on three-point bending tests, which were conducted in114

the laboratory for two common salt marsh species: common cord-grass (Spartina anglica) and115

sea club-rush (Scirpus maritimus). Stems were collected from salt marshes at different stages116

in the seasonal cycle of the plants, to capture the temporal variation in strength. The model is117

calibrated by relating the loss of biomass that took place on two salt marshes in the Netherlands118

to the wave conditions that were measured at these marshes over 19 months. Finally, the model119

is validated by applying flume tests of Elymus athericus (sea couch) presented in Rupprecht et al.120

(2017).121
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2 Methods and materials122

2.1 Field sites and plant species123

Two salt marshes in the Western Scheldt of the Netherlands were selected as field sites for124

the wave and vegetation measurements (Fig. 1). The first location is Hellegat, where Spartina125

anglica (common cord-grass) is the dominant plant species, and the second is Bath where Scirpus126

maritimus (sea club-rush) is prevalent. The bathymetry of both sites was measured using RTK-127

DGPS (Leica Viva GS12), see Fig. 1.128
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Figure 1: Location of the salt marshes Hellegat (blue square) and Bath (red circle) in the

Western Scheldt estuary (lower left) in the Netherlands (upper left), and the bathymetry at

the measurement transects at Hellegat (upper right) and Bath (lower right) for November 2014

(black) and November 2015 (green). The position of the 4 wave gauges S1-S4 is indicated by red

diamonds. The vertical dashed line is positioned at the marsh edge, the horizontal dashed line

at Mean High Water.

Hellegat is located at the southern shore of the Western Scheldt, and is exposed to waves129

from directions between west and north. The marsh edge has an elevation of approximately130

NAP+1.0 m, where NAP is the Dutch reference level, close to mean sea level. A small cliff of131

25 cm height is present at the marsh edge. Landward of the cliff, the bottom is sloping over132

a distance of approximately 50 m to the higher parts of the marsh, at NAP+2.0 m. The tide133
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in the Western Scheldt leads to a local high water level of NAP+1.6 m at neap tide and up to134

NAP+2.9 m at spring tide. The highest water levels in the Western Scheldt occur during north-135

westerly storms in the North Sea region. That implies that Hellegat is regularly exposed to high136

waves and water levels at the same time. Bath is situated more upstream in the Western Scheldt,137

along the dike at the northern shore of the estuary, close to the bend towards Antwerp. High138

water levels in the tidal cycle are higher here, between NAP+1.9 m (neap tide) and NAP+3.4 m139

(spring tide). This has led to a high salt marsh elevation, sloping from NAP+2.0 m at the marsh140

edge to NAP+2.7 m at a distance of 50 m from the edge. No cliff is present at the marsh edge141

here. This marsh is more sheltered compared to Hellegat during north-westerly storms, due to142

its orientation towards the south-west.143

While the salt marsh at Bath is dominated by Scirpus, there are also some patches with144

Spartina present (Fig. 2). In September, both species are standing up straight to a large extent.145

The difference in stem density is clearly visible. Especially for Scirpus, the start of the decay146

of the plants in autumn is already visible. In the photo from January, almost all Scirpus has147

disappeared, and only broken stems are remaining. In contrast, in the Spartina zone, there is148

still a lot of biomass present, with a mix of standing and folded stems.149

2.2 Wave measurements150

Wave attenuation was measured for Spartina at Hellegat, and for Scirpus at Bath. At both sites,151

4 wave gauges (Ocean Sensor Systems, Inc., USA) were deployed over a total distance of 50 m,152

measured from the marsh edge. One wave gauge (indicated by S1) was placed at 2.5 m in front of153

the marsh edge. The other gauges were placed at 5 (S2), 15 (S3) and 50 m (S4) in the vegetation.154

The pressure sensors on the gauges were mounted 10 cm from the bottom. The pressure was155

recorded with a frequency of 5 Hz over a period of 7 min, every 15 min. Wave energy spectra156

were determined, using Fast Fourier Transformation, taking into account the attenuation of the157

pressure signal with depth. A more detailed description of the measurements and processing of158

the data can be found in Vuik et al. (2016), who made use of data that was collected between159

November 2014 and January 2015. The present study analyzes wave data for a considerably160

longer period of 19 months, from November 2014 to May 2016, for which all wave gauges were161

continuously operational. This enables the analysis of seasonal variations in wave attenuation.162

In order to analyze the seasonal differences in wave attenuation by vegetation, the mean wave163

height reduction between gauges S1 and S4 is computed for each month. However, the wave164
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(a) Spartina (left) and Scirpus (right), 16 September 2015

(b) Spartina (left) and Scirpus (right), 19 January 2017

Figure 2: Photos of Spartina and Scirpus next to each other, in late summer (top) and in winter

(bottom). Photos taken by Zhenchang Zhu at Bath.

height reduction does not only depend on vegetation characteristics, but also on the prevalent165

hydrodynamic conditions such as water depth, wave height and wave period (Tschirky et al.,166

2001). When simply considering the mean wave height reduction per month, the numbers are167

strongly influenced by the fact that storms with large water depths and wave heights occur168

far more frequently in winter than in summer. To eliminate such seasonal differences in storm169

intensity and frequency, variations in wave attenuation are analyzed for different sea states. Sea170

states consist of a combination of a wave height range (e.g. 0.1-0.2 m) and a water depth range171
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(e.g. 1.50-1.75 m) at the marsh edge. For all measurements in this range in each month, the172

average wave height reduction over 50 m transect length (Hm0,0 −Hm0,50)/Hm0,0 is computed.173

Sea states are selected, based on the criteria of (1) sufficient occurrence in all months and (2)174

inundation of the full transect (Table 1), where the water depth at 50 m in the marsh is 1.28 m175

and 0.77 m lower than on the mudflat at Hellegat and Bath, respectively.176

Table 1: Selected sea states, for which the monthly average wave height reduction over 50 m salt

marsh was determined at Hellegat (H) and Bath (B).

h (m) Hm0 (m)

at mudflat 0.0-0.1 0.1-0.2 0.2-0.3

1.00-1.25 B B

1.25-1.50 B B

1.50-1.75 H H H

1.75-2.00 H H H

2.00-2.25 H H H

2.3 Quantifying vegetation strength177

At the two salt marshes, Hellegat and Bath, approximately 20-30 stems of each species were178

sampled four times in the seasonal cycle: 3 Dec. 2014, 7 Apr. 2015, 11 Sep. 2015 and 4 Nov.179

2015 (Spartina), and 5 Dec. 2014, 1 Apr. 2015, 4 Sep. 2015 and 4 Nov. 2015 (Scirpus).180

For every stem, the stem diameter at approximately 5 cm from the bottom and the entire stem181

length were measured and then taken to the lab for further testing. As one of the important steps182

to quantify stem strength, three-point bending tests of the stems were performed at the Royal183

Netherlands Institute for Sea Research (NIOZ). Conventionally, the three-point bending test is184

used to find the stress-strain relationship of a material in structural mechanics (or ecology),185

which in particular, focuses on the initial deflection behavior with a small amount of applied186

force (Usherwood et al., 1997; Dijkstra and Uittenbogaard, 2010; Miler et al., 2012; Paul et al.,187

2014; Rupprecht et al., 2015). However, this research considers the extreme situation when the188

stress-strain relation of the material (stem) is no longer linear and reaches its maximum flexural189

stress (Fig. 4). The stem is considered to break or fold when it reaches this maximum bending190

stress which is defined as the individual stem’s flexural strength. This strength is determined for191

the bottom 5-10 cm of the stems (5cm for Spartina and 10 cm for Scirpus), as this is the location192
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where the stems of both species normally break (see Fig. 2 and the information in Section 2.7).193

The stem density was measured by counting the number of standing stems in 10 sample areas194

of 25*25 cm at both Hellegat and Bath: 5 sample areas high in the marsh, and 5 close to the195

marsh edge.196

For the hollow stemmed Spartina, the outer and inner diameter of each stem was measured197

with an electronic caliper (precision ± 0.5 mm), and the three-point bending test device’s span198

length was fixed to 40 mm, resulting in a stem-diameter-to-span-length ratio between 1:10 and199

1:14. Scirpus is not hollow, and the length of the three sides of the triangular cross-section200

was measured with the electronic caliper. In order to minimize the effect of shear stress, a201

maximum stem-diameter-to-span-length ratio of 1:15 was chosen for Scirpus. The three-point202

bending test’s span length was adjusted to 15 times the mean side length. The bending tests were203

performed with an Instron EMSYSL7049 flexure test machine (precision ± 0.5%) using a 10 kN204

load cell (Instron Corporation, Canton, MA, USA) (Fig. 3). The stem test section was placed205

centrally onto two supporting pins, and a third loading pin was lowered from above at a rate of206

10 mm/min. The vertical deflection of the stem and the corresponding force were recorded.207

Figure 3: The Instron three-point bending test device

The flexural strength of the stem, expressed in terms of bending stress, is calculated by208
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Figure 4: Example of a stress-strain relation (solid black line) from results of a three-point bend-

ing test. Young’s modulus (E) and flexural rigidity (EI) can be calculated from the slope of the

initial linear part (blue dashed line). The plant breaks or folds when the line reaches its max-

imum bending stress, indicated with a red marker. This stress-strain relation is representative

for many vegetation species including Spartina anglica and Scirpus maritimus.

standard formulas in structural mechanics. The maximum tolerable bending stress σmax (Nm−2)209

is calculated as210

σmax = Mmaxy/I, (1)

where Mmax is the maximum moment (Nm); y is the cross-sectional distance from the center211

of the cross-section to the convex surface (m), and I is the area moment of inertia (m4). The212

maximum moment, Mmax = (1/4)FmaxLspan, is a function of the maximum force Fmax (N) and213

the testing device’s span length Lspan (m). The two species studied in this research, Spartina and214

Scirpus, have different cross-sectional stem geometries. As a result, the cross-sectional distance215

and area moment of inertia are quantified differently (Fig. 5). Here, the stem diameter is indicated216

as bv, and for vegetation with a hollow stem (Spartina), the inner diameter is represented as bv,in.217

Formulas for Mmax, y and I (Fig. 5) are substituted in Eq. (1). The resulting flexural strength218

of the hollow, circular stems of Spartina is then expressed as219

σmax,cir =
8FmaxLspanbv

π
(
bv

4 − bv,in4
) , (2)
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Figure 5: The stem cross-section of Spartina anglica and Scirpus maritimus. Spartina anglica

has a hollow circular stem (top), whereas Scirpus maritimus has a solid triangular stem, which

is assumed to be equilateral (bottom). Formulas for calculating y (cross-sectional distance from

center to convex surface) and I (area moment of inertia) are based on the stem geometry.

and for the triangular stems of Scirpus as220

σmax,tri =
4FmaxLspan

bv
3 . (3)

Mean values and standard deviations for the different parameters are determined for the221

sample locations close to the marsh edge and higher in the marsh separately. After that, the222

average mean value and average standard deviation are computed, and presented in this paper.223

This means that the presented standard deviations reflect the average in-sample variation, rather224

than the inter-sample variation in vegetation properties.225
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2.4 Quantifying wave-induced bending stress226

The amount of wave load acting on the stem is also quantified in terms of bending stress, in order227

to be comparable to the flexural strength. In Fig. 6 (left), vegetation is first schematized as a228

standing, cantilevering beam attached to a fixed bottom with a uniform horizontal load acting229

on the entire length of the stem. In such case, the critical bending stress acting at the bottom230

of the stem can be expressed as231

σwave =
qD(αh)2y

2I
, (4)

from standard structural mechanics (Gere and Goodno, 2013). Here, qD is the drag force per232

unit plant height (N/m) and α = min(hv/h, 1) is the stem height hv relative to the water depth233

h, maximized to 1 for emergent conditions. The drag force qD is assumed to be uniform along234

the plant height which is in line with shallow water wave conditions.235

In the wave-induced stress equation (σwave), stem height hv and diameter bv are known236

from field measurements, and the area moment of inertia I can be calculated based on the237

stem geometry and diameter (Fig. 5). The uniform wave load qD is calculated by modifying238

the Morison-type equation Fx, previously used by Dalrymple et al. (1984) and Kobayashi et al.239

(1993). When dividing the Morison-type equation Fx by the stem density Nv (stems/m2), this240

yields the uniform wave load qD, which is expressed in terms of force per unit area per unit241

height (Nm−2m−1) as242

qD =
Fx
Nv

=
1

2
ρCDbvu|u|, (5)

where CD is the bulk drag coefficient (-), ρ the density of water (kg/m3), and u is the horizontal243

orbital velocity of waves (m/s). The uniform horizontal wave load qD yields the force per unit244

length of stem. Under shallow water conditions, the orbital velocity is expressed in terms of wave245

height H (m), water depth h (m) and gravitational acceleration g (m/s2) as u = 0.5H
√
g/h.246

Substituting the expressions for qD and u into Eq. (4), the wave-induced bending stress at the247

bottom of the stem can be described with vegetation and wave parameters for circular and248

triangular stems. There is no information available to identify which individual wave from the249

random wave field leads to stem breakage. However, it makes sense that it should represent250

the forces exerted by the highest fraction of the waves. Therefore, we assume that the mean of251
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the highest one-tenth of waves breaks the stems (H = H1/10). This measure is related to the252

significant wave height Hm0 (=mean of the highest one-third of waves) via H1/10 = 1.27Hm0,253

assuming a Rayleigh distribution. The possible bias caused by this assumption will influence the254

results of the model calibration.255

A correction factor is needed for the wave-induced load to take into account uncertainties256

involved in the selection of H1/10, and in physical processes that are not explicitly included in257

the equations, such as fatigue and reduction of orbital velocities in the canopy. The equations for258

wave load are multiplied with an adjustable correction factor Ac, to account for such processes.259

The correction factors are calibrated for both species based on the amount of breakage in response260

to wave action in the field. Stem leaning and bending will be implemented as a separate factor,261

which will be discussed next.262

Prior to calibrating the correction factor, the known but neglected process of stem leaning is263

assessed. So far, for the quantification of stem strength and wave-induced stress, the stem was264

assumed to be a relatively stiff beam standing up straight (90◦ from the sea bed). However, in265

reality the stems are quite flexible. This flexibility not only serves to reduce the amount of wave266

forcing but also prevents the weakest point along the stem (susceptible to breaking) from being267

directly exposed to strong wave forces.268

ℎ𝑣 cos 𝜃 

𝜃 

straight 

leaning 

wave 𝑞𝐷 

ℎ𝑣 

Figure 6: The stem standing up straight (left) represents the preliminary consideration where

the entire height of the stem (hv) experiences the uniform horizontal wave loading. The leaning

stem (right) represents the more realistic case, with a leaning angle θ which experiences a smaller

horizontal wave load along the height of hv cos θ.

The stem leaning angle varies widely depending on the combined direction and strength of269
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the wave. However, in this research one representative leaning angle is chosen for each species270

based on field observations and its respective flexural rigidity (EI). From observations of Silinski271

et al. (2015), adult Scirpus has a maximum observed leaning angle of θ = 15◦ for short-period (2272

s) waves and θ = 40◦ for long-period (10 s) waves. Wave peak periods at Bath are in the order of273

3-4 s during storms, which is in between the two extremes of Silinski et al. Therefore, a leaning274

angle of 30◦ will be used in this research for Scirpus. Bouma et al. (2005) gives a maximum275

leaning angle of θ = 51◦ for Spartina, which is a larger angle than that of Scirpus. This is in line276

with the smaller flexural rigidity (EI) of Spartina (1000-4000 Nmm2 in Rupprecht et al. (2015),277

2100 ± 1000 Nmm2 in the current study, Table 3), compared to Scirpus (40,000-50,000 Nmm2 in278

Silinski et al. (2015), 52,000 ± 35,000 Nmm2 in the current study, Table 4) With the maximum279

leaning angle (θ) for each species, the wave load is corrected by multiplying it with cos2 θ, as the280

submerged vegetation height (hv = αh) is squared as can be seen in Eq. (4).281

The resulting wave-induced stress in shallow water wave conditions for the hollow, circular282

stems of Spartina is then expressed as283

σwave,cir = 2AcρgCD

(
b2v(αh)2 cos2 θ

π
(
b4v − b4v,in

) )(H2
1/10

h

)
, (6)

and in the solid triangular stems of Scirpus as284

σwave,tri = AcρgCD

(
(αh)2 cos2 θ

b2v

)(
H2

1/10

h

)
. (7)

2.5 Definition of vegetation stability285

Stem folding or breaking is identified as the point when the wave-induced bending stress exceeds286

the stem’s flexural strength. The stability of vegetation under wave forcing can be investigated287

by comparing flexural strength σmax (Eq. (2) or Eq. (3)) with the corresponding wave-induced288

stress σwave (Eq. (6) or Eq. (7)) for Spartina and Scirpus, respectively.289

By combining the equations (4) and (5), and including the leaning factor cos2 θ and correction290

factor Ac, the critical orbital velocity for the circular stems of Spartina can be expressed as291

ucrit,cir =

√
σmaxπ

(
b4v − b4v,in

)
8AcρCDb2v(αh)2cos2θ

, (8)

and for the triangular stems of Scirpus as292
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ucrit,tri =

√
σmaxb2v

4AcρCD(αh)2cos2θ
. (9)

A higher critical orbital velocity indicates that the stem is more stable at a given location.293

Factors that contribute to stability are larger flexural strength (σmax), smaller drag coefficient294

(CD), and smaller correction factor (Ac). Further, vegetation parameters such as a large diameter295

(bv), a small height (hv = αh), and a large leaning angle (θ) contribute to the stability by reducing296

the amount of wave force acting on the stem. The critical orbital velocity can be compared with297

an actual amplitude of the horizontal orbital velocity in the canopy, which is described by linear298

wave theory, based on water depth h, wave height H and wave period T via299

u (z) =
ωH

2

cosh (k(z + h))

sinh (kh)
, (10)

where ω = 2π/T is the angular wave frequency (rad/s), z the distance from the water surface300

(positive upward), with z = −h at the bottom (m), and k the wave number (rad/m). The301

comparison between critical and actual orbital velocity indicates if the stems will break under302

the local storm conditions. The set of equations to determine wave-induced and critical orbital303

velocities is referred to as the stem breakage model.304

2.6 Implementation in a wave energy balance305

Stems do not all break at the same wave conditions, as waves will predominantly break the306

weaker stems, see e.g. Rupprecht et al. (2017). Therefore, stem breakage will affect the stem307

density Nv, which subsequently influences wave energy dissipation by vegetation (Mendez and308

Losada, 2004). Stem breakage is applied to the quantification of wave height transformation over309

vegetated foreshores by means of a one-dimensional wave energy balance:310

dEcg
dx

= −(εb + εf + εv), (11)

where E = (1/8)ρgH2
rms is the wave energy density (J/m2), Hrms = Hm0/

√
2 the root mean311

square wave height (m), cg the group velocity, with which the wave energy propagates (m/s),312

x the distance along the transect (m), measured from the marsh edge, and on the right hand313

side wave energy dissipation (Jm−2s−1) due to wave breaking (εb), bottom friction (εf ) and314

vegetation (εv).315
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For energy dissipation by breaking (εb), the formula of Battjes and Janssen (1978) is used, with316

the relation between the breaker index γ and the wave steepness according to Battjes and Stive317

(1985). Energy dissipation by bottom friction (εf ) is described by the formulation of Madsen318

et al. (1988), where a relatively high Nikuradse roughness length scale of kN = 0.05 m is used to319

account for the rough understory. Energy dissipation by vegetation (εv) is based on the formula320

of Mendez and Losada (2004). These model descriptions correspond with the selection of energy321

dissipation formulations in the spectral wave model SWAN (Booij et al., 1999). Along vegetated322

foreshores, wave energy is strongly related to the wave energy dissipation due to vegetation. This323

dissipation mechanism is dominant for the two salt marshes under consideration, even under324

storm conditions (Vuik et al., 2016). The formula for wave energy dissipation by vegetation of325

Mendez and Losada (2004) reads326

εv =
1

2
√
π
ρCDbvNv

(
kg

2ω

)3
sinh3 kαh+ 3 sinh kαh

3k cosh3 kh
H3
rms, (12)

Here, it can be seen that vegetation parameters (bv, Nv, hv) affect the amount of wave energy327

dissipation. Stem breakage in particular affects the stem density Nv and height hv = αh, which328

is thus implemented in the wave energy balance, Eq. (11). The energy balance is discretized,329

using a simple first order numerical scheme with a grid cell size ∆x = 1.0 m. The stem breakage330

model is evaluated in each computational grid cell. If the orbital velocity, Eq. (10), exceeds the331

stem’s critical orbital velocity, Eq. (8) or (9), the stem height in the grid cell is reduced from hv332

to a height of broken stems hv,br. Such a reduction in stem height will subsequently influence333

the amount of wave height reduction.334

The stem height reduction can be applied to all Nv stems per m2 in the grid cell, solely335

based on the mean values for the vegetation characteristics. However, using single average values336

does not take into account the variation in strength, height and diameter of the stems, which337

leads to a fraction of broken stems (Rupprecht et al., 2017). Therefore, instead of using one338

deterministic value, a Monte Carlo simulation is performed in each grid cell by drawing 1000339

random samples from the probability distributions of σmax, hv and bv, taking into account the340

correlations between these 3 variables. The fraction of broken stems fbr is equal to the fraction341

of the 1000 samples in which u > ucrit. This approach leads to a mix of broken stems (stem342

density fbrNv, stem height hv,br) and standing stems (stem density (1 − fbr)Nv, stem height343

hv), see Fig. 7. The total wave energy dissipation by vegetation is equal to the sum of the344

contributions by standing and broken stems. This superposition of dissipation rates is based on345
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the assumption that orbital velocities in the bottom layer with broken stems are only weakly346

affected by the presence of the standing stems. This assumption is supported by the work of347

Weitzman et al. (2015), who found that the biomass of a low, secondary species in a multi-specific348

canopy significantly increases the attenuation of current- and wave-driven velocities.349

wave gauges

original stems

broken stems

Figure 7: Schematization of the breakage process. The original vegetation is shown in green,

broken stems in darker green. The positions of the two wave gauges are indicated in red. A

uniform fraction of broken stems is applied.

A Gaussian distribution is applied for hv and bv, whereas a log-normal distribution is used for350

σmax (Fig. 11). By choosing a log-normal distribution for σmax, a positive number is guaranteed351

despite its large coefficient of variation (which is the ratio of standard deviation over mean value,352

σ/µ). In case of a small variation, the log-normal distribution resembles the Gaussian distribu-353

tion. In addition, Pearson’s correlation coefficients ρ between the 3 variables are incorporated354

to draw realistic combinations (Fig. 11). These correlation coefficients are determined for the355

sample locations close to the marsh edge and higher in the marsh separately. After that, the356

correlation coefficients are averaged over both sampling locations, and presented in this paper.357

This means that the correlation coefficients reflect the average in-sample co-variation. The de-358

pendencies between the variables are included by drawing 1000 random numbers between 0 and359

1 from a Gaussian copula with correlation coefficients based on the samples, collected from the360

salt marshes. Realizations for hv, bv and σmax are calculated by substituting the 1000 random361

numbers into the inverse probability distributions of these 3 variables.362
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2.7 Quantification of stem breakage in the field363

In order to investigate the validity of the stem breakage model, the results of the model are364

compared with observations of the stem breakage process in the field. However, the available365

vegetation measurements have an insufficient frequency, accuracy and spatial extent to reveal366

the response of the stem density to wave action. This makes a one-to-one comparison between367

wave conditions and stem density reduction impossible. Alternatively, differences in stem density368

on the marsh are estimated from differences in wave attenuation. That means that the effect369

(wave attenuation) is observed, and the cause (stem density) is computed. Variations in wave370

attenuation are caused by variations in biomass on the salt marshes, since the bathymetry can be371

considered static at this time scale (see the limited difference in bed level in Fig. 1). As shown in372

Vuik et al. (2016), the presence of vegetation prevents wave breaking from occurring. Therefore,373

the observed differences in wave height reduction should be primarily attributed to differences374

in the vegetation on the marsh. The reconstructed variation of the stem density in time is used375

as data source in section 2.8, to calibrate the correction factor Ac in the stem breakage model,376

Eqs. (8) and (9).377

The approach to compute the fraction of broken stems in the field is shown in the left part378

of the flow chart in Figure 8. The data underlying the analysis consists of the aforementioned379

wave data {1} and vegetation data {2}. The average wave height reduction over 50 m salt marsh380

is calculated for each month, for different combinations of water depth and wave height at the381

marsh edge {4}.382

Before the wave energy balance can be applied, the drag coefficient CD in Eq. (12) has383

to be defined {3}. The measured stem height, diameter and density for September 2015 are384

introduced in the model, for both sites and species. For the wave data, one period of non-stop385

wave measurements is used, from 16 July to 23 September 2015. A period of this length is386

required to include sufficient events with high waves in the time series. For each 15 minute time387

frame within this measurement period, the wave height reduction is modeled for a range of drag388

coefficients, from 0.0 to 5.0 with regular increments of 0.2. The drag coefficient in this range389

that leads to the best reproduction of the observed wave height reduction is selected, and related390

to the vegetation Reynolds number Re for the same 15 minute period. The vegetation Reynolds391

number is defined as follows, see e.g. Méndez et al. (1999):392
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Hm0, h, ΔHm0 

Hm0, h 

CD 

hv, bv 

hv, bv, Nv 

Hm0, Tp, h 

H1/10, Tp, h 

CD 

hv, bv, σmax 

Ac ucrit u 

fbr 

vegetation measurements 

(Sep 2015) 

calibration of drag coefficient 

(Sep 2015) 

wave measurements 

(Nov 2014 – May 2016) 

event with maximum orbital 

velocity  (Jul-Dec 2015) 

distribution of 

critical velocity 

over stems 

breakage fraction =  

fraction with u > ucrit 

fbr breakage fraction to explain 

change in ΔHm0 (Jul-Dec 2015) 

wave height reduction over  

50 m marsh in each month 

compare breakage fraction 

following both approaches 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 9 

Figure 8: Flow chart of the approach to calibrate the stem breakage model, which explains how

data sources (dark gray) and modeling steps (light gray) interact. Numbers in the flow chart

refer to numbers {1} to {8} mentioned in the text. The aim of the calibration (black box) is to

choose the correction factor Ac in such way, that the breakage fraction modeled with the stem

breakage model {8} equals the breakage fraction based on observations of the wave attenuation

in the field {5}.

Re =
ubv
ν
, (13)

where u is the orbital velocity at the marsh edge, halfway up the stem height (z = −h+ hv/2),393

computed with Eq. (10), and ν is the kinematic viscosity of water (≈ 1.2 · 10−6 m2/s). Finally,394

a relation between Re and CD is determined. Following Méndez et al. (1999); Paul and Amos395

(2011); Hu et al. (2014) and others, the following type of equation is used:396

CD = a+

(
b

Re

)c
, (14)

in which the parameters a, b and c are found by non-linear curve-fitting. This equation is fitted397

through the (Re,CD) combinations for all 15 minute periods.398

The wave energy balance, Eq. (11), is used to determine a time-varying fraction of broken399

stems fbr, which leads to the best reproduction of the wave height reduction over the Hellegat400
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and Bath transects in each month {5}. The parameters stem height hv, stem diameter bv and401

the drag coefficient CD according to Eq. (14) are based on the data set of September 2015, since402

this data is considered to be representative for the vegetation at the end of the summer. The403

data of September 2015 represents the properties of all stems, whereas the November 2015 or404

December 2014 samples only contain the subset of the stems that withstood the wave loads until405

November or December. The April 2015 data is not useful for this purpose, since the plants406

did not reach their full length yet. The bathymetry of November 2014 is included for both sites407

(Fig. 1). Vegetation does not change in height or diameter anymore from September onward.408

Therefore, the assumption is made that the vegetation in autumn consists of a mix of original409

long stems with September properties, and broken short stems, with a time-varying ratio between410

these two states.411

The maximum wave height reduction occurs in summer, in June (Scirpus) or July (Spartina).412

It is assumed that all stems are standing upright at that time (fbr = 0), and the stem density413

Nv in these months is chosen in such way that the computed wave height reduction is equal to414

the measured reduction. For all other months, a fraction of this Nv stems is assumed to break,415

and a value fbr > 0 is computed for the 50 m salt marsh, to match the differences in wave height416

reduction throughout the year. These values of fbr are determined for each sea state of Table 1,417

and finally averaged over all sea states to obtain a robust value for each month.418

A length of broken stems hv,br has to be specified to perform these computations. In December419

2014, samples from Scirpus were collected near the marsh edge at Bath, where the vegetation420

was largely broken. 2/3 of the stems were lower than 20 cm, with a mean height of 10.4 cm.421

Therefore, hv,br = 0.10 m is chosen for Scirpus. For Spartina, such samples were not available,422

but visual observations showed that this height is shorter than for Scirpus (see Fig 2). Therefore,423

a value of hv,br = 0.05 m is selected. A sensitivity analysis has been carried out (not shown here),424

and the response of the correction factor Ac in the stem breakage model to a change of hv,br by425

a factor 2 was only 8%. So the exact choice of hv,br does not make a significant difference in case426

of Spartina.427

2.8 Model calibration428

The approach to calibrate the stem breakage model is shown on the right hand side of the flow429

chart in Figure 8. The reconstructed fraction of broken stems (left hand side of the flow chart)430

is used as data source for the calibration. The period from June (Scirpus) or July (Spartina) to431
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December 2015 is chosen for the calibration. June and July are the months with the maximum432

stem density, for which fbr = 0 is assumed. December 2015 was a relatively quiet month after a433

period with multiple storms in November, which had resulted in substantial (but not complete)434

stem breakage. Stems will break gradually during consecutive storm events. The standing stems435

at each point in time have a higher stability than required to withstand the most severe storm so436

far. Therefore, the total amount of broken stems in December 2015 is attributed to the event with437

the highest orbital velocity at 50 m in the marsh {6}. This event occurred on 28 November 2015438

at Hellegat, with the following conditions at the marsh edge: Hm0 = 0.57 m, H1/10 = 0.72 m,439

Tp = 3.8 s, h = 3.0 m, and the orbital velocity based on H1/10 was u = 0.52 m/s. This orbital440

velocity is determined at halfway height of the stems. At Bath, the event with the highest441

orbital velocity occurred on 30 November 2015, with the following conditions at the marsh edge:442

Hm0 = 0.59 m, H1/10 = 0.75 m, Tp = 3.5 s, h = 1.6 m, and u = 0.79 m/s.443

In the right part of the flow chart, the stability-related vegetation characteristics, such as the444

flexural strength are introduced. The stems in the field vary in stability because of differences in445

length hv, diameter bv and flexural strength σmax. This leads to a variation in the critical orbital446

velocity ucrit within the vegetation {7}, which is expressed in terms of a probability distribution.447

Correlation coefficients between stem height, diameter and strength are included to obtain a448

realistic distribution, as described before. The vegetation samples and three-point-bending tests449

from September 2015 are used for this purpose, for the same reasons as explained in section 2.7.450

The fraction of broken stems is equal to the fraction of stems for which ucrit < u {8}. The drag451

coefficient in the equations is based on the Reynolds number at the marsh edge, using Eq. (14).452

The hydraulic conditions in the selected event are applied as boundary conditions in the wave453

energy balance, at the marsh edge of Hellegat and Bath. In each grid cell, a fraction of broken454

stems fbr is determined, by comparing the local wave orbital velocity with the distribution of455

the critical orbital velocity. The wave attenuation in this grid cell is based on the sum of the456

contributions by (1− fbr)Nv standing stems and fbrNv broken stems. Finally, one average value457

of fbr is determined over all grid cells in the 50 m long transects of Fig. 1 with salt marsh458

vegetation. This value is compared with the estimated fraction of broken stems based on the459

wave attenuation in December {9}. The value of the correction factor Ac is set at the point when460

the fractions of broken stems according to both approaches are identical.461

Since the correction factors Ac are known after the calibration, a critical orbital velocity can462
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be determined for each sampled stem. The drag coefficient CD in the expressions is determined463

iteratively via Eq (14) at Re = ucritbv/ν. After that, a mean value and a standard deviation of464

ucrit are determined for each month with vegetation data.465

2.9 Model validation466

For model validation, the results of Rupprecht et al. (2017) for Elymus athericus (sea couch)467

are used. Elymus is a tall grass (70-80 cm), with thin stems (1-2 mm) and a high flexibility.468

The work of Rupprecht et al. (2017) was part of the Hydralab project, in which the interaction469

between salt marsh vegetation and waves was tested in a large-scale wave flume. Their paper470

gives a description of percentages of broken stems after several tests. For each tests, the statistics471

of the orbital velocity are available. Here, we validate the stem breakage model by comparing472

measured stem breakage fractions with the breakage fractions according to the stem breakage473

model. First, a mean and standard deviation of the critical orbital velocity are computed, based474

on the vegetation characteristics of the Elymus. After that, a breakage fraction is determined,475

which is the fraction of stems with a critical velocity lower than the mean value of the 10%476

highest orbital velocities (u1/10, analogue to H1/10), observed in the flume.477

Since the flexible Elymus vegetation exhibits extreme leaning angles of more than 80 degrees,478

skin friction may significantly contribute to the forces on the plant. Form drag works over the479

reduced effective canopy height of roughly hv,r = 10 cm, while a shear stress works over the full480

length hv of the leaning stems (60-70 cm). Therefore, we add a friction term to the equations481

for the critical orbital velocity. The force due to friction equals482

FF =
1

2
Cfρu

2A, (15)

where A is the cylindrical surface area over which the friction works, which is πbv(hv −hv,r).483

We schematize the forces acting on the vegetation as in Fig. 9, with a reduced vegetation height,484

and the higher part of the stems leaning horizontally in the flow. This schematization is based485

on photos of leaning Elymus in Rupprecht et al. (2017). These photos are also used to estimate486

that hv,r = 9 cm in the situation just before the stems start to fold and break.487

This results in an adaptation to the expression for the critical velocity, Eq (8), which reads488

ucrit,cir =

√
σmaxπ

(
b4v − b4v,in

)
8Acρb2v

[
CDh2

v,r + 2πCf (hv − hv,r)hv,r
] , (16)
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ℎ𝑣 ℎ𝑣,𝑟 

straight 

wave 𝑞𝐷 

𝐹𝐹 
ℎ𝑣 − ℎ𝑣,𝑟 

𝑞𝐷 
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Figure 9: Schematized representation of forces working on Elymus at extreme leaning angles,

with a drag force acting on a reduced canopy height hv,r, and a shear stress working over the

horizontal part of the stem, which results in a friction force FF that works as a point load at

height hv,r.

where hv is the full length (m) of the plant stems, hv,r is the reduced height (m) of the canopy489

after leaning and bending, and Cf is the friction coefficient, which is set to 0.01, as in Luhar and490

Nepf (2011).491

Application of the relation between Reynolds number and drag coefficient as proposed in492

Möller et al. (2014) leads to a drag coefficient CD in the order of 0.2-0.3. This is a bulk drag493

coefficient, which is based on wave model calibration. Its value is strongly influenced by the rigid494

cylinder approximation of the highly flexible vegetation, in which the full stem length is used495

as effective vegetation height. Therefore, this bulk drag coefficient is not representative for the496

maximum force that works on the vegetation. In this validation, CD is set to 1.0, which is a497

characteristic value for drag forces on cylinders in wave motion (Hu et al., 2014).498

From the considered plant species in this studies, the thinner and more flexible Spartina499

(EI≈2000 Nmm2, see Table 3) comes closer to Elymus (EI≈300 Nmm2, see Rupprecht et al.500

(2017)) than Scirpus (EI≈50,000 Nmm2, see Table 4). Therefore, we apply the value of Ac that501

follows from the calibration for Spartina. Rupprecht et al. (2017) has presented the elasticity502

modulus E (2696 ± 1964 MPa) and flexural rigidity EI (299 ± 184 Nmm2) of the stems, based503

on three-point-bending tests. However, the flexural strength σmax (MPa) was not available.504

Therefore, we have analyzed the original data from these bending tests, and found that the505

flexural strength was 40 ± 28 MPa (sample size: 18 stems).506
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For each of the 18 sampled stems, the critical orbital velocity was computed using Eq. (16).507

This leads to a mean value and standard deviation of the critical orbital velocity. For each flume508

test, a mean and standard deviation of the measured orbital velocity is given in Rupprecht et al.509

(2017). Based on these normal distributions, a mean value is determined for the highest 10% of510

the orbital velocities (u1/10). The computed fraction of broken stems fbr is equal to the fraction511

of stems for which the critical orbital velocity is lower than the actual orbital velocity u1/10.512

These computed values are compared with the measurements of stem breakage.513

3 Results514

3.1 Seasonal variations in wave attenuation515

The wave height reduction over the salt marsh varies over the seasons. A selection is made of 4516

storm events that have occurred in summer and winter respectively, for which water depth and517

wave conditions at the marsh edge were nearly identical (Table 2). The ratio of wave height to518

water depth Hm0/h is chosen to illustrate the influence of vegetation on the wave height. For the519

storm of 25-07-2015 at Hellegat, Hm0/h decreases from 0.24 at gauge S1 (near the marsh edge)520

to 0.15 at gauge S4 (at 50 m in the marsh) due to the presence of dense Spartina vegetation521

(Vuik et al., 2016). In autumn (18-11-2015), this ratio is at S4 close to the value at S1, while in522

early spring (02-03-2016 and 26-04-2016), an increase over the salt marsh is visible, and the ratio523

of 0.31-0.33 approaches the limit for depth-induced wave breaking (e.g., Nelson (1994)). These524

results show a clear seasonal difference, as the greater decrease in this ratio in summer signifies525

stronger wave attenuation by vegetation. The same pattern is visible for Scirpus at Bath. In526

late spring, the wave height to water depth ratio at gauge S4 (19-05-2015, 0.07) is approximately527

half of this ratio in any other season (0.12-0.15).528

Storm events such as in Table 2 do not occur in every month. Therefore, less energetic529

sea states were selected to analyze seasonal variations in wave attenuation for comparable wave530

height and water depth. Fig. 10 shows how the wave height reduction varies over the months at531

Hellegat (top panel) and Bath (lower panel).532

The highest wave attenuation by Spartina at Hellegat (Fig. 10a) was observed in summer,533

roughly from May to September. In autumn and winter, the wave attenuation gradually de-534

creased from September to a minimum in March. In spring, new shoots started growing, leading535

to a rapid increase in wave attenuation from March to May. The salt marsh at Bath with Scir-536
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Table 2: Seasonal variations in the ratio of significant wave height Hm0 over water depth h at

gauge S4, 50 m in the salt marsh, for 4 events with nearly identical water level ζ, water depth

h, significant wave height Hm0 and wave peak period Tp at gauge S1 at Hellegat (top) and Bath

(bottom).

date 25-07-2015 18-11-2015 02-03-2016 26-04-2016

ζ (S1) m+NAP 2.57 2.57 2.57 2.58

h (S1) m 1.97 1.99 1.97 1.95

h (S4) m 0.73 0.69 0.72 0.76

Hm0 (S1) m 0.47 0.48 0.46 0.47

Hm0 (S4) m 0.11 0.16 0.22 0.25

Tp (S1) s 3.18 3.18 2.99 2.83

Hm0/h (S1) - 0.24 0.24 0.23 0.24

Hm0/h (S4) - 0.15 0.23 0.31 0.33

date 23-12-2014 19-05-2015 28-11-2015 26-04-2016

ζ (S1) m+NAP 3.40 3.43 3.44 3.44

h (S1) m 1.49 1.52 1.49 1.53

h (S4) m 0.73 0.76 0.76 0.75

Hm0 (S1) m 0.27 0.28 0.30 0.27

Hm0 (S4) m 0.11 0.05 0.09 0.09

Tp (S1) s 2.44 2.18 2.18 2.56

Hm0/h (S1) - 0.18 0.18 0.20 0.18

Hm0/h (S4) - 0.15 0.07 0.12 0.12

pus (Fig. 10b) showed similar trends as that of Hellegat, but because of the smaller number of537

inundations, the results of Fig. 10b have larger variations than Fig. 10a. The minimum wave538

height reduction was found in winter, in the months January, February and March.539

3.2 Seasonal variations in vegetation characteristics540

The vegetation characteristics demonstrate a seasonal dependence as can be seen in Tables 3 and541

4. Only standing stems were sampled, regardless of the presence of broken or folded stems at542

some points in time.543
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Figure 10: Monthly average wave height reduction (Hs,0−Hs,50)/Hs,0 (%) over 50 m salt marsh

between wave gauges S1 and S4 at Hellegat (top panel) and Bath (lower panel) for the period

Nov 2014 - May 2016, for an incoming significant wave height between 0.1 and 0.2 m, combined

with a water depth at the marsh edge h0 as shown in the legends. Open markers indicate that

less than 5 occurrences were available in that month to compute the average reduction. Error

bars give the mean value plus and minus one standard deviation.

In April, new shoots were measured, as can be seen from the relatively low stem height of 285544

(Spartina) and 399 mm Scirpus. For both species, the diameter and height of the stems is larger545

in September than in April. In November, the flexural strength is much higher than in September,546

especially for Spartina (8.8 MPa in September, 17.0 MPa in November). This might be caused547

by breakage of stems with a lower flexural strength, but evidence is lacking to support this548

hypothesis. A statistically significant difference is found (t-test, p=0.002) between the flexural549

strengths of both species, with a higher mean strength of Spartina (12.5 MPa) compared to550
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Table 3: Characteristics of Spartina anglica (mean value ± standard deviation) per measurement

period.

Period Dec 2014 Apr 2015 Sep 2015 Nov 2015 All

Samples 25 20 20 20 85

hv mm 327 ± 125 285 ± 63 544 ± 111 608 ± 50 441 ± 87

bv mm 3.1 ± 0.5 3.3 ± 0.5 4.1 ± 0.9 3.7 ± 0.5 3.5 ± 0.6

σmax MPa 13.9 ± 7.0 10.4 ± 5.1 8.8 ± 4.6 17.0 ± 5.8 12.5 ± 5.6

E MPa 708 ± 560 318 ± 178 224 ± 151 503 ± 198 438 ± 272

EI Nmm2×103 2.0 ± 1.0 1.6 ± 0.5 2.5 ± 1.6 2.3 ± 1.1 2.1 ± 1.0

ρ(hv, bv) 0.29 0.43 0.70 0.25 0.42

ρ(hv, σmax) 0.21 -0.11 -0.20 0.59 0.13

ρ(bv, σmax) -0.74 -0.09 -0.40 0.03 -0.30

Table 4: Characteristics of Scirpus maritimus (mean value ± standard deviation) per measure-

ment period.

Period Dec 2014 Apr 2015 Sep 2015 Nov 2015 All

Samples 20 20 19 19 78

hv mm 737 ± 169 399 ± 178 1015 ± 175 738 ± 208 722 ± 183

bv mm 6.8 ± 1.5 7.6 ± 1.9 8.0 ± 1.7 6.8 ± 1.4 7.3 ± 1.6

σmax MPa 6.8 ± 2.5 8.5 ± 4.1 9.5 ± 4.4 11.8 ± 6.2 9.2 ± 4.3

E MPa 1130 ± 305 1625 ± 1120 917 ± 600 2052 ± 946 1431 ± 743

EI Nmm2×103 43 ± 29 58 ± 44 54 ± 35 51 ± 33 52 ± 35

ρ(hv, bv) 0.43 0.35 0.24 -0.02 0.25

ρ(hv, σmax) -0.40 0.04 0.16 -0.04 -0.06

ρ(bv, σmax) -0.06 -0.35 -0.64 -0.62 -0.42

Scirpus (9.2 MPa). A flexural strength of 12 ± 7 MPa was reported for Spartina alterniflora in551

Feagin et al. (2011), which is in the same range as the flexural strength of the Spartina anglica552

in the current study. The correlation coefficients provide some additional information. They553

show that for both species, longer stems are generally thicker (positive ρ), and thicker stems554

tend to have a lower strength (negative ρ, see Fig. 11 for Scirpus). The latter observation is in555

line with Feagin et al. (2011), who found indications of an inversely proportional relationship556
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between stem diameter and flexural strength of Spartina alterniflora.557
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Figure 11: Example of the stem diameter bv and flexural strength σmax for individual stems,

their probability density functions, and the correlation coefficient between these variables, for

Scirpus samples from September 2015 at Bath, with sample locations close to the marsh edge

(‘low’) and higher in the marsh (‘high’).

In September 2015, a detailed stem density measurement was carried out. The mean stem558

density was 934 stems/m2 for Spartina at Hellegat (842 and 1027 for the two individual locations),559

and 360 stems/m2 for Scirpus at Bath (352 and 368 for the two individual locations).560

3.3 Seasonal variations in fraction of broken stems561

Seasonal variations in the fraction of broken stems are computed based on the seasonal variations562

in wave attenuation (Fig. 10), using the one-dimensional wave energy balance, Eq. (11). Figure 12563

shows the relation between CD and Re for both field sites. Fitting parameters of Eq. (14) are564

for Hellegat a = 0.00, b = 943, and c = 0.48, and for Bath a = 1.59, b = 461, and c = 1.25.565

The relatively high drag coefficient of Scirpus maritimus is related to the large frontal plant area566
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with many leaves (Heuner et al., 2015). This relation between CD and Re is used to reconstruct567

vegetation properties based on the measured wave attenuation.568
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Figure 12: The relationship between calibrated bulk drag coefficients CD and the corresponding

Reynolds numbers Re for Hellegat (left) and Bath (right), and its 95% confidence interval (shaded

area). Re is based on the hydrodynamics at the marsh edge. The curve is given by Eq. (14).

The maximum wave height reduction occurs in summer, in July (Spartina) or June (Scirpus).569

With the drag coefficient, stem height and stem diameter as known variables, the wave energy570

balance is applied to determine the unknown maximum stem density: 1190 stems/m2 (Spartina)571

and 850 stems/m2 (Scirpus), assuming that fbr = 0 at that time. The lower wave height572

reduction in the other months is caused by breakage of a part of the stems (fbr > 0, see Fig. 13).573

In September, the computed number of standing stems per m2 was 950 stems/m2 (Spartina)574

or 400 stems/m2 (Scirpus). This is close to the measured values of 930 and 360 stems/m2,575

respectively. The computed breakage fractions for December 2015 are equal to 0.52 (Spartina)576

and 0.85 (Scirpus). These values will be compared with the results of the stem breakage model,577

as indicated in the flow chart (Fig. 8).578
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Figure 13: The computed proportion of standing (1-fbr) and broken (fbr) stems for each month

in the period November 2014 - May 2016, based on observations of wave attenuation.

3.4 Model calibration579

The performance of the stem breakage model is optimized by calibrating the correction factor Ac580

for wave-induced bending stress in the Equations (8) and (9). Following the right hand side of the581

flowchart in Fig. 8, a fraction of broken stems is computed with the stem breakage model, which is582

implemented in the wave energy balance. The distribution of the critical orbital velocity is based583

on the vegetation data of September 2015 in Tables 3 and 4, including the correlation coefficients.584

The computed fraction of broken stems depends on Ac (Fig. 14). The stem density for Ac=0 (no585

breakage) represents the situation with a breakage fraction fbr = 0, which is assumed to be in586

July 2015 (Spartina) or June 2015 (Scirpus), see Figs. 13a and 13b. The dashed lines in Fig. 14587

indicate the fraction of broken stems in December 2015, and the correction factors that lead to588
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these fractions. The stem density reduction from summer to December 2015 is best reproduced589

with Ac=1.7 for Spartina and Ac=1.3 for Scirpus.590
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Figure 14: The fraction of broken stems fbr for Spartina anglica at Hellegat (left) and Scir-

pus maritimus at Bath (right), computed with the stem breakage model, as a function of the

correction factor Ac.

Stems break when the wave orbital velocity exceeds the critical orbital velocity ucrit of the591

vegetation, which is a measure for the stability of the stems. This velocity is determined for each592

sampled stem, including the calibrated correction factors Ac in the equations (Table 5).593

In general, Spartina (ucrit=0.86 ± 0.28 m/s) is significantly (t-test, p=0.0003) more stable594

than Scirpus (ucrit=0.59 ± 0.22 m/s), which is also in agreement with visual observations, see595

Fig. 2. The stability of Spartina is relatively high in December 2014 and April 2015. This is596

related to the short stems, measured in these months (Table 3). In November, the plants are597

most vulnerable to stem breakage, with a critical orbital velocity of 0.52 ± 0.09 m/s. Assum-598

ing a normal distribution, we see that the most stable 2.5% of the stems breaks at an orbital599

velocity of 0.70 m/s. The stability of newly growing Scirpus plants (April 2015) is quite high600

(ucrit=0.99 ± 0.38 m/s), because the plants have not reached their full length (399 mm in April,601

1015 mm in September, Table 4), which is squared in Eq. (9). In other months, the tall plants602

are highly vulnerable to stem breakage, with breakage of the full-grown September vegetation603

already occurring for orbital velocities of 0.30 ± 0.05 m/s, with breakage of the 2.5% most stable604

stems at 0.40 m/s.605
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Table 5: Computed critical orbital velocity (m/s) for the sampled stems of Tables 3 and 4, mean

value ± standard deviation.

Species Period ucrit

Spartina

anglica

2014 Dec 1.19 ± 0.60

2015 Apr 1.14 ± 0.31

2015 Sep 0.58 ± 0.13

2015 Nov 0.52 ± 0.09

All 0.86 ± 0.28

Scirpus

maritimus

2014 Dec 0.51 ± 0.27

2015 Apr 0.99 ± 0.38

2015 Sep 0.30 ± 0.05

2015 Nov 0.56 ± 0.19

All 0.59 ± 0.22

3.5 Model validation606

The critical orbital velocity of Elymus athericus, according to Eq. (16), is 1.06 ± 0.34 m/s. When607

neglecting friction, and using Eq. (8), this value increases to 1.28 ± 0.41 m/s. This means that608

the effect of skin friction decreases the critical orbital velocity by 17%.609

Table 6: Observed orbital velocities, computed mean value of the 10% highest orbital velocities

(u1/10), and observed and computed stem breakage fractions fbr.

Test u u1/10 fbr (-)

(m/s) (m/s) observed computed

10 0.48 ± 0.07 0.61 >0 9%

14 0.83 ± 0.17 1.14 45% 59%

15 0.95 ± 0.10 1.13 80% 58%

Observed orbital velocities, and observed and computed stem breakage percentages are sum-610

marized in Table 6. Stems started to fold in test 10 from the Hydralab experiments, with medium611

orbital velocities (0.48 ± 0.07 m/s). The stem breakage model computes that 9% of the stems612

will fold or break in this test, which means that the threshold of stem folding is correctly pre-613

dicted by the model. 45% of the stems were broken after test 14, with high orbital velocities614
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(0.83 ± 0.17 m/s). The stem breakage model gives 59% stem breakage under these conditions,615

which is higher than the measured amount. The highest mean orbital velocity was generated in616

test 15 (0.95 ± 0.10 m/s). After this test, 80% of the stems were broken. The stem breakage617

model gives only 56% stem breakage. This is because the model uses u1/10, which is smaller in618

test 15 compared to test 14, because of the relatively high standard deviation in test 14. Model619

results (58%) and measurements (80%) deviate here, which will be evaluated in the discussion620

section.621

3.6 Application to a schematic salt marsh622

This section gives an illustrative application of the calibrated stem breakage model for a schematic623

salt marsh with Spartina anglica (Fig 15). Vegetation characteristics of September 2015 are624

applied (Table 3). An arbitrary initial stem density of 1000 stems/m2 is chosen. The bottom625

consists of a sloping part of 200 m from 2.0 to 3.0 m+MSL, followed by a flat part of 300 m at626

3.0 m+MSL, further landward. Storm conditions are applied with a water level at 5.0 m+MSL,627

with an incident significant wave height of 1.0 m and a peak period of 4.0 s. That means that the628

water depth is 3.0 m at the seaward boundary, and 2.0 m above the flat part of the salt marsh.629

There is no wind input active, so only dissipative mechanisms play a role.630

Without vegetation, the processes of depth-induced wave breaking and bottom friction lead631

to a wave height reduction of roughly 6% at 200 m and 25% at the landward end of the salt632

marsh. Addition of fully stable vegetation leads to a rapid decline in wave height, up to 97%633

at 500 m. The stem breakage model predicts breakage over 450 m, when solely based on mean634

values for the vegetation characteristics, for which all stems in each grid cell either stand or break.635

Further landward of this point, the original vegetation is undamaged (bimodal behavior). The636

100% broken vegetation seaward of this point leads to some additional dissipation with respect637

to the case without vegetation. Alternatively, when computing a fraction of broken stems in each638

computational grid cell, based on the variation in vegetation characteristics, the stem breakage639

gradually decreases from 92% at the marsh edge to nearly 0% at 300 m and further landward.640

The partially broken vegetation leads to wave energy reduction, and reduces the wave loads on641

the vegetation further landward. The two stem breakage approaches lead to different wave height642

reduction (difference in wave height up to 0.4 m), especially over the part of the marsh where643

the mean value approach leads to full breakage.644
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Figure 15: Reduction in significant wave height Hm0 (m) (upper panel) and stem density Nv

(stems/m2) (lower panel) for a Spartina marsh, which consists of a sloping part of 250 m and

a flat part of 250 m. The curves show the computational result when applying no vegetation,

stem breakage with mean values only, the approach with a fraction of broken stems, or stable

vegetation.

4 Discussion645

In this study, a model has been presented that determines the wave-induced forces that lead to646

vegetation stem breakage. Rupprecht et al. (2015) recommended studying both plant morphology647

(height and diameter) and mechanic characteristics when considering plant stability. The stem648

breakage model proposed in this paper combines these two factors into an expression for a649

critical orbital velocity (Eqs. (8) and (9)). Three-point bending tests were utilized to investigate650

seasonal variability in flexural strength. Previous work only considered the strength of plants651

in its summer state, and recommended to measure the variability in mechanical properties due652

to differences in the stage of life cycle or vitality of plant stems (Rupprecht et al., 2015). The653

current study explicitly examines the seasonal variation in stem strength. We hypothesize that654

the presented strength variations are the result of a combination of internal biological processes655
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and wave action that filters out the relatively weak plants.656

Quantifying the thresholds of stem breakage is extremely challenging due to the complicated657

interaction between wave motion and vegetation motion, mechanical stresses due to dynamic658

wave loads in the swaying vegetation, and temporal and spatial variability in plant characteristics.659

The model proposed in this paper simplifies this complicated process by combining linear wave660

theory and formulas from static mechanics. In spite of this simplification, the model captures661

the essence of the stem breakage process, as can be seen from the calibrated correction factors662

Ac (1.7 for Spartina and 1.3 for Scirpus), which are in the order of 1. Several assumptions663

and choices can lead to such a deviation from 1. We distinguish between (1) assumptions and664

simplifications where the model concept and its parameters are based on, and (2) assumptions665

and choices that were made in the procedure to calibrate the model.666

The first category of assumptions is related to the model concept and the definition of its667

parameters.668

• Orbital velocities in the model are based on linear wave theory (Mendez and Losada, 2004),669

while in-canopy velocities are known to decrease in dense canopies (Luhar et al., 2010).670

This means that stems may break for lower actual in-canopy velocities than the critical671

orbital velocities presented in this paper.672

• Another assumption is the choice of H1/10, implying that the mean height of the highest673

10% of the waves determines whether the vegetation breaks or not. No information is674

available to investigate which individual wave in the random wave field causes the vegetation675

to break. H1/10 is one of the many options to describe the upper tail of the wave height676

distribution. Selection of a higher characteristic value from the wave height distribution677

would directly lead to a lower required Ac.678

• Ship waves can also cause high wave loads at small water depths, which was specifically679

described for Bath by Schroevers et al. (2011). Such individual waves are not included in680

the wave spectra and in H1/10.681

• Further, the leaning angle θ strongly influences the results. Stem bending was approxi-682

mated by a constant leaning angle, which was based on a single experiment for each of the683

species. The selected value of 30 degrees for Scirpus was based on interpolation between684

measurements of leaning under low- and high-frequency wave forcing (Silinski et al., 2015).685
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A sensitivity analysis (not presented) shows that the correction factor Ac reduces from686

1.3 to 1.1 for an angle of 20 degrees, and increases to 1.6 for an angle of 40 degrees. A687

higher leaning angle reduces the flexural stress in the stems, and would require a higher688

value of Ac to obtain the same amount of stem breakage. Estimation of a leaning angle689

for different plant species requires mechanistic understanding of the relationship between690

wave properties, flexural rigidity EI and stem leaning.691

• Finally, the correction factor Ac also accounts for processes that are not explicitly included692

in the stem breakage model, for instance the effects of dynamic loading (de Langre, 2012),693

fatigue due to repeated wave loads (Mach et al., 2007) and crowding, where neighboring694

plants provide physical support (Harley and Bertness, 1996). Further research is needed695

to determine whether these processes are influential.696

The second category of assumptions that influence the model outcomes is related to the697

calibration procedure.698

• Seasonal variations in wave attenuation were used to estimate the corresponding variations699

in the fraction of broken stems on the salt marshes, because in-situ vegetation measurements700

were not sufficient to assess the response to wave forcing. This is why the effect (wave701

attenuation) has been observed, and the cause (the number of standing and broken stems)702

has been computed. The computed fraction of broken stems was used as data source for703

the calibration of the model.704

• Several choices and assumptions were made in reconstructing the seasonal variations in the705

fraction of broken stems, such as the length of broken stems and the selection of sea states706

(depth-wave height combinations). We have tested that application of a length of broken707

Spartina stems of 0.10 m instead of 0.05 m leads to a limited increase in Ac of 8%.708

• Further, CD was calibrated for vegetation data from September 2015 only, while seasonal709

differences, for instance in stem flexibility and amount of leaves, could lead to seasonal710

variations in CD. The flexibility EI of both species in Sep. 2015 and Nov. 2015 is similar711

(Tables 3 and 4). A possible decrease in amount of leaves leads to a decrease in CD in712

autumn, and a lower fraction of broken stems than shown in Fig 13. Such a decrease in713

computed stem breakage leads to a decrease of Ac (Fig. 14).714

• Wave energy dissipation by standing and broken stems is summed up to obtain a total715

dissipation rate. This approach is based on the assumption that orbital velocities in the716
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bottom layer with broken stems are only weakly affected by the presence of the standing717

stems. This is in line with the application of linear wave theory in Mendez and Losada718

(2004) and is supported by the findings of Weitzman et al. (2015) for a canopy composed719

of a tall upperstory and a short understory. For sparse standing vegetation or low-density720

canopies, this approach is valid. For high density vegetation, the wave orbital velocities in721

the broken vegetation may be lower than predicted by equations from linear wave theory.722

This effect could be taken into account via a reduced drag coefficient CD for the broken723

fraction. On the other hand, the drag coefficient of short, broken stems may be higher,724

since they act as short, stiff cylinders (Hu et al., 2014). Detailed measurements on the725

complex interaction between the waves and the mix of broken and standing vegetation726

were not carried out. Therefore, for reasons of simplicity, the same drag coefficient was727

applied for both fractions.728

Validation of the calibrated model (Ac = 1.7) was performed, using observations of stem729

breakage of Elymus athericus in a wave flume (Rupprecht et al., 2017). The very high flexibility730

of Elymus increases the complexity of the vegetation-wave interaction significantly. Nonetheless,731

the model was able to predict the initiation of stem breakage correctly. Rupprecht et al. (2017)732

gives two measurements of stem breakage: 45% after day 8 (test 14), and an additional 35% after733

day 10 (test 15, 80% in total). Where the first measurement was reproduced with reasonable734

accuracy (59%), the 80% of stem breakage after day 10 was not correctly reproduced (58%).735

Modeled fractions are based on the mean value of the 10% highest orbital velocities (u1/10).736

This quantity does apparently not reflect the main differences between both tests.737

A possible reason for the increase in breakage fraction is the long time span of 11 days over738

which wave tests were performed. The mechanical properties of the canopy after several days739

of testing may differ from the properties that were determined before the tests were performed.740

Another aspect is the extremely high non-linearity of the waves in the tests on day 11, with741

waves of 0.9 m at a water depth of 2.0 m and a substantial difference between forward and742

backward orbital velocity. Possibly, high turbulence levels have contributed to additional stem743

breakage. Further, a time lag up to 90◦ exists between wave orbital motion and vegetation744

motion (Rupprecht et al., 2017). This may lead to high bending moments in the stage before745

maximum leaning, which is not included in the model. We conclude that the stem breakage746

model did a reasonable job in reproducing the observed stem breakage, with the notion that the747

simplified description of waves and mechanics may lead to deviations, especially in situations748
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with complex hydrodynamics and vegetation motion.749

The number of measurements of stem breakage is still very limited. The reliability of the750

model predictions could be investigated further if additional measurements would be performed.751

Useful validation data could be obtained by frequent measurements of the fraction of broken752

stems, by in-situ measurements, or by application of non-destructive methods such as time-lapse753

photography or satellite images (e.g., O’Donnell and Schalles (2016)). Preferably, several pre- and754

post-storm measurements should be carried out. These measurements should include vegetation755

characteristics (stem height, diameter and density) and flexural strength measurements by means756

of three-point bending tests. This should be combined with wave measurements during the757

storm. Alternatively, large-scale flume experiments as described in Rupprecht et al. (2017)758

can provide additional information for validation, if accompanied with measurements of the759

mechanical properties of the vegetation. In flume experiments, stem breakage can be more760

accurately linked to stem breakage, compared to field measurements.761

Remarkable differences were visible between the two considered plant species, Spartina anglica762

and Scirpus maritimus. The relative change in Ac to reduce fbr from 90 to 10% is 50% larger for763

Spartina, compare the slopes of Figs. 14b and 14a. That implies that Scirpus is more sensitive764

to the magnitude of wave-induced stresses than Spartina. The same conclusion follows from the765

computed critical orbital velocities (Table 5). Scirpus requires a location with a relatively mild766

wave climate, or when another species attenuates the waves to a certain extent, and provides a767

sheltered habitat further up the marsh (Heuner et al., 2015). The aforementioned pre- and post-768

storm measurements could help in determining the causes of the decline in biomass, including769

stem breakage by storm waves, stem breakage by fatigue (especially Spartina at Hellegat is770

frequently inundated and exposed to waves), and biological processes such as changing mechanical771

properties of the plants in autumn.772

The partial stem breakage, observed in the wave flume tests of Rupprecht et al. (2017),773

indicates that individual Elymus stems vary in stability. This was also found in the current774

study for Spartina and Scirpus. From the 3 considered species, the flexible Elymus has the775

highest stability (ucrit =1.06 ± 0.34 m/s), whereas full-grown tall and stiff Scirpus is most776

vulnerable to stem breakage (ucrit =0.30 ± 0.05 m/s, September), with Spartina in between777

(ucrit =0.58 ± 0.13 m/s, September).778

The critical orbital velocity as computed by the stem breakage model can be used for a first779
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estimate of the (relative) stability of other plant species, provided that vegetation characteristics780

(height, diameter) and flexural strength are known. For such an estimate, preliminary values for781

Ac, CD and θ can be used, with Ac between 1.0 and 2.0, in combination with a value for θ that782

reflects the flexibility of the considered plants. For the drag coefficient CD, a value should be783

chosen that represents actual drag forces on the plants. Especially for highly flexible vegetation,784

this value may be substantially higher than a bulk drag coefficient that follows from calibration785

of a wave model. For a more quantitative description of the stem breakage of different plant786

species or locations, plant species-specific validation is recommended.787

This paper has shown how the stem breakage model can be implemented in a wave model788

such as a spectral wave model or a simple wave energy balance, to incorporate stem breakage in789

simulations of wave loads on dikes with a vegetated foreshore. The wave load reduction on the790

flood defense due to vegetation decreases when stem breakage occurs, and declines in extreme791

cases to a situation where all vegetation is broken. Such extreme cases are equivalent to a wave792

flume test with completely mowed vegetation described in Möller et al. (2014), for which still793

some wave height reduction was measured. Including the variability in individual stem stability794

prevents bimodal model behavior, in which all stems either break or stand. Partial stem breakage795

leads to partial wave attenuation reduction. This results in a gradual decrease in wave-induced796

forces and, subsequently, in a gradual decrease in the fraction of broken stems, for increasing797

distance from the marsh edge. In this way, the role of vegetation can be more realistically798

included in flood risk assessments.799

5 Conclusions800

Wave measurements at two salt marshes revealed a strong seasonal variation in wave attenuation801

by salt marsh vegetation. Common cord-grass (Spartina anglica) and sea club-rush (Scirpus802

maritimus) were used as study species. From field observations and an analysis of the seasonal803

variation in wave attenuation, the above-ground biomass of these species was found to gradually804

diminish during the storm season (October to March in the Netherlands). At the end of winter,805

typically only a rough salt marsh bottom with remainders of folded and broken vegetation is806

present. From April onwards, new shoots start to grow, which eventually develop to dense807

vegetation with high wave damping capacity in summer.808

Seasonal variations in biomass are caused by seasonal differences in storm intensity and809
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mechanical properties of the stems. The stem height, stem diameter and flexural strength were810

measured for four measurement periods in the seasonal cycle, where the strength was determined811

by means of three-point bending tests. Both study species have their maximum flexural strength812

in the winter period. The stems of Scirpus have a lower flexural strength than that of Spartina.813

A new model is presented in this paper, which predicts the wave load that plant stems814

can withstand before they break or fold. The model compares plant stability, expressed in815

terms of a critical orbital velocity, Eqs. (8) and (9), with the amplitude of wave-induced orbital816

velocities in the canopy, Eq. (10). A higher critical velocity indicates greater stability of the817

stem. Factors that contribute to stability are a high flexural strength and large stem diameter.818

Further, vegetation characteristics such as a small stem height, low drag coefficient and high819

flexibility (i.e., a large leaning angle) contribute to the stability, by reducing the amount of wave820

force acting on the stem. The model was calibrated, based on continuous measurements of water821

depth and wave conditions, over a period of 19 months. A correction factor in the stem breakage822

model (1.7 for Spartina and 1.3 for Scirpus) was required to reproduce the amount of stem823

breakage that occurred in the field. An independent validation of the model was carried out, by824

comparing model predictions of stem breakage of sea couch (Elymus athericus) with observations825

of Rupprecht et al. (2017) in a large-scale flume experiment with wave heights up to 0.9 m. The826

stem breakage model correctly reproduced the starting point of folding. An observation of 45%827

stem breakage at high orbital velocities was reproduced with reasonable accuracy (57%). During828

the flume test with the highest orbital velocities, 80% stem breakage was observed, whereas the829

model predicted that 56% would break.830

Spartina is relatively stable with a mean critical orbital velocity in the order of 0.5-1.2 m/s.831

The stability of Scirpus is lower, because of its smaller strength, lower flexibility and longer stems,832

with a mean critical orbital velocity of 0.3-1.0 m/s. These velocities are based on H1/10, which833

is the mean height of the highest 10% of the waves. The stem breakage model was implemented834

in a wave energy balance to combine the calculations of wave attenuation and stem breakage. If835

the variation in individual stem properties is taken into account, a spatially varying fraction of836

broken stems can be calculated. In this way, bimodal model behavior is prevented, in which all837

stems either stand or break.838

The stem breakage model can be used to predict the amount of remaining biomass on vege-839

tated foreshores under design conditions for dikes. As a process-based model, it can be applied840
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to different plant species and locations, provided that the characteristics (height and diameter)841

and flexural strength of the plants are determined. If possible, it is preferred to carry out a842

species-specific validation. Omitting stem breakage will lead to an overestimation of wave height843

reduction, while application of the stem breakage model will lead to a more realistic assessment844

of the role of vegetation for coastal protection.845
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Table 7: List of variables

Symbol Name Units

α Stem height to water depth ratio -

εb Energy dissipation due to wave breaking J m−2 s−1

εf Energy dissipation due to bottom friction J m−2 s−1

εv Energy dissipation due to vegetation J m−2 s−1

γ Breaker index -

ν Kinematic viscosity of water m2/s

ω Angular wave frequency rad/s

ρ Mass density of water kg/m3

σmax Flexural strength MPa

σwave Wave-induced bending stress MPa

θ Leaning angle deg.

ζ Water level m+NAP

a, b, c Fitting parameters in relation CD and Re -

Ac Correction factor wave-induced stress -

bv Stem diameter m

bv,in Inner stem diameter m

CD Bulk drag coefficient -

CF Friction coefficient -

cg Group velocity m/s

E Young’s modulus N/m2

E Wave energy density J/m2

fbr Fraction of broken stems -

Fmax Maximum force N

g Gravitational acceleration m/s2

h Water depth m

H Wave height m

H1/10 Mean of highest 1/10th of waves m

Hm0 Significant wave height m

Hrms Root mean square wave height m

hv (Total) vegetation height m

hv,r Reduced vegetation height after leaning m

hv,br Stem height broken stems m

I Area moment of inertia m4

k Wave number rad/m

kN Nikuradse roughness length scale m

Lspan Span length m

Mmax Maximum moment Nm

Nv Stem density stems/m2

qD Wave-induced distributed load N/m

Re Vegetation Reynolds number -

T Wave period s

Tp Wave peak period s

u Amplitude of horizontal orbital velocity m/s

ucrit Critical orbital velocity for breakage m/s

x Distance along transect m

y Distance center to convex surface m

z Distance from water surface m
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Highlights 

 

• Wave attenuation by vegetation and vegetation characteristics exhibit a seasonal variation 

• A model has been developed for prediction of vegetation stem breakage by waves 

• The model reasonably reproduces measured stem breakage in a large wave flume  

• There are clear differences in stability between two contrasting plant species 
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